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The development of applications as well as the services for mobile systems faces a varied range of devices with very heterogeneous
capabilities whose response times are difficult to predict. The research described in this work aims to respond to this issue by
developing a computational model that formalizes the problem and that defines adjusting computing methods. The described
proposal combines imprecise computing strategies with cloud computing paradigms in order to provide flexible implementation
frameworks for embedded or mobile devices. As a result, the imprecise computation scheduling method on the workload of the
embedded system is the solution to move computing to the cloud according to the priority and response time of the tasks to be
executed and hereby be able to meet productivity and quality of desired services. A technique to estimate network delays and
to schedule more accurately tasks is illustrated in this paper. An application example in which this technique is experimented in
running contexts with heterogeneous work loading for checking the validity of the proposed model is described.

1. Introduction
Many of the advances that are experimenting contemporary
societies are based on the development of systems that act
as sensors environment (Smart Cities, Ambient Intelligence,
eHome, Smart Drive, etc.). These systems usually consist of
embedded devices, provide insight, and provide intelligence
to the interactions that occur with the environment. One of
its common functions is signal processing from sensors that
incorporate themselves. This processing occurs with the execution of other tasks of the application that are incorporated.
There exist a variety of examples of embedded systems
whose functioning is adapted to this pattern: surveillance
cameras with motion detection, RFID packet tracking systems, driver assistance systems, smart thermostats, and so
forth. Usually, in most of the above applications, embedded
systems are connected to a communications network to
coordinate their behaviour with other systems and provide
a better customer service. One of the most common types of
embedded systems lies in mobile terminals, whose expansion
in society has been spectacular in recent years.

This context has promoted the proliferation of business
strategies for embedded systems in general and especially on
mobile devices that aim to leverage its high penetration in
society to reach a wider audience as well as open new markets.
In this situation there are initiatives such as applications of
mobile payment, tracking and tracing, resource monitoring,
and so forth.
However, in this situation of technology adoption and
deployment of new applications, the fundamental challenge
of providing sufficient benefits for the execution of processes in terminals without penalizing user satisfaction is
interposed. The performance required for the execution
of processes can overflow the resources of most devices,
delaying response times and heavily penalizing the expansion
of such technologies. Moreover, the limitations on processing
capabilities may also come from further additional aspects of
the device capabilities. Environmental conditions, the power
consumption requirements, or configuration issues, may also
impact on the services that is able to offer. Due to the above,
we observe the eventual existence of difficulties in meeting
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with the requirements of productivity and response times that
some applications require.
Moreover, one of the most innovative paradigms regarding the adoption of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) by society is Cloud Computing. The advantages
of this model of ICT management approach the improving
efficiency and reducing costs, while providing resources and
services accessible to the whole society. Any progress that
occurs in this area has a multiplier effect that will affect
many companies and users of these technologies. Therefore, the design of computational models that combine the
development of embedded and mobile systems with Cloud
Computing paradigms may provide new ways of processing
that allow avoid the difficulties related to real time execution
of applications in these systems.
The main objective of this research is to study how realtime can be performed in Cloud Computing paradigms.
More precisely, how embedded and mobile systems can take
advantage of the remote computing resources to meet with
real time constraints.
In this way, this work proposes a computational model of
processing integrated management for embedded or mobile
systems in order to answer the following questions: Is it
possible to derive some running processes to the cloud and
thus meet response times, productivity, and quality of service
desired? Can we predict the behaviour of remote computing
resources to develop strategies for dynamic management
according to the Cloud Computing paradigm?
We start as a working hypothesis the fact that the
conception and development of flexibly processing models
based on schemes of Cloud Computing can overcome some
drawbacks on this issue. These include the supply of processing capacity in running applications when they are executed
on embedded devices with limited performance; and the
auxiliary use on demand of cloud computing infrastructure
will provide flexibility in order to execute the necessary tasks
and mechanisms to support the service quality maintenance,
even with process low-capacity devices.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we
review the related work about this issue; in Section 3, some
important issues on real time in embedded and mobile
systems are highlighted and the contributions of this work
about them are exposed; in Section 4, the formal framework
of the computational model is introduced; in Section 5, it is
exposed how to predict the network delay; next, Section 6
describes an application example in which the model is
simulated. The paper is finally concluded in Section 7 and
some approaches for future work are also pointed.

2. Related Work
The research areas related to the topics covered in this paper
are experiencing an intense research activity, as evidenced
by the number of recent works found. The following briefly
describes the current state of knowledge on the different
aspects that encompass this research. The conclusions of this
related work study are also indicated.
The increasing development of embedded systems and
mobile computing systems in recent times has allowed its
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extension into new business areas. Advanced e-commerce
applications, positioning, monitoring and surveillance,
health, wellness and leisure, among others [1–3], represent
opportunities to exploit the high degree of penetration of
these devices among the population and its new features.
However, to properly continue the development in these
areas, it is necessary to make a qualitative leap in design,
taking into account the requirements of performance and
response time that these applications require.
The quality of service (QoS) is essential to ensure the
proper operation of many applications and, for embedded
systems, it becomes a critical aspect due to the inherent
processing limitations normally shown by devices.
In these applications, embedded systems must provide
predictability both in response time and quality of the results.
This feature raises them to the status of real-time systems [4].
In such systems, the validity of the results is given not only
for their correction but also because they are on time. That is,
there are some restrictions that limit the time of its operation.
Therefore, the layout and design of these systems should
propose architectures that address the aspects of correctness,
adaptability, predictability, security, and fault tolerance.
There are many works that provide solutions to these
issues. The technological evolution of devices currently provides sufficient performance to implement complex planning strategies on them. These strategies delegate to a realtime operating system embedded in devices, the execution
planning, and management of tasks to meet the constraints
imposed by the applications [5–7]. In environments involving
multiple devices, it is possible to establish planning methods
that take into account multiprocessing scenarios in one [8, 9]
or more embedded elements with heterogeneous characteristics [10, 11]. Another step further in this strategy is the
embedded distributed systems interacting through a communications network. For these cases, proposals also have been
made to ensure the quality of service of the results [12, 13].
Although such solutions provide significant levels of
satisfaction of restrictions, some applications may be temporarily overwhelmed by the characteristics of its execution
and may require extra performance that exceed its capacity.
In these cases, previous systems should decline to execute the
tasks that are beyond excessive response times to ensure compliance with real-time scheduling. However, such decisions
may cause service interruptions, unaffordable in some critical
applications. For example, e-health systems that monitor and
control biometric variables of several individuals simultaneously, may experience increased computing needs due to the
increase of the number of individuals to supervise or, for
example, a traffic management system in a Smart City in
which each vehicle collects and transmits status information
to other vehicles, can be equally saturated in dense scenarios
with multiple vehicles.
One end in the configuration of distributed systems is
systems composed essentially of sensors/actuators that lack
processing power to make decisions on their own. These
elements, which basically operate as transceivers, transmit
the information in order to be treated remotely by a host
with sufficient capacity [14, 15]. However, this approach may
underutilize the possibilities of devices themselves, decrease
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fast response, and require additional infrastructure to maintain permanent communication for proper processing. In
those sensor networks scenarios where sensors have absolutely no chance for the execution of these tasks [16, 17],
they incorporate only the minimum functions to protect sent
or received data by using simple techniques, and generally,
periodic audit and control strategies are released to check if
any device has been compromised [18–20].
A computer model to address cases in which the computing needs go beyond the capabilities of the device is
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) [21–23]. In this paradigm,
the workload is divided between distributed devices and
a central element located in the cloud. Thus, devices can
move processing needs to the cloud (computation offloading)
where they will run as services on Cloud Computing servers
[24, 25]. The most common uses of this paradigm are primarily targeted to extend the battery life of mobile elements
[26–28], without considering the versatility that the remote
computer can provide to facilitate the provision of adequate
QoS. Proposals are arranged under two different approaches
[29, 30]: on one hand, systems that try to adapt existing
applications by identifying portions of offloadable code [31–
33], and on the other hand, new applications having into
account this idea in conception and preparing the process
code accordingly [34, 35]. In all those proposals, the influence
of environmental conditions in process planning is also
twofold: first, works that consider a static scenario in which
it is possible to plan the optimal execution strategy [36, 37]
and, secondly, dynamic environments where communication
conditions can be varied [38, 39]. In these methods, although
they offer valid solutions for some contexts and applications,
the maintenance of quality of service in the results for realistic
application scenarios remains as an open problem.
In Mobile Cloud Computing strategies, the communications management and its role in maintaining response
times in systems where it is applied are especially important.
By extension, maintaining quality of service in the field
of communications is one of the areas of major research
intensity. In this field, there have been contributions related
to the intelligent adaptive analysis of service times [40] and
architectures oriented to meet the QoS requirements have
been proposed [41, 42]. These works not only take into
consideration parameters of energy efficiency but they also
suggest strategies for compliance with real-time specifications [43] by routing and classification of net traffic.
The joint use of distributed computing infrastructures to
ensure QoS is an option that is also being widely discussed
recently [44, 45]. The services that combine the resources
of distributed infrastructures of different types (clusters,
grids, cloud, etc.) are a mechanism that reinforces QoS
commitments for these systems as they can use other computer elements from their immediate environment. Other
approaches provide greater communication capacity (bandwidth) to connected devices when required in order to reduce
response times in the cloud access [46]. Therefore, these
strategies facilitate specification of RT restrictions on remote
computing elements.
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Concern for maintaining response times of cloud computing models is present in many works, where QoS solutions for cloud computing systems have been analyzed
and proposed [47–49]. Although its focus is specifically
targeted towards multimedia applications (online games,
theater videostreaming) its findings can be transferred to
other sectors (business, telemedicine, automotive, etc.) for
the provision of remote services [50]. However, the results
of these works are especially dependent mostly on execution
context and communication conditions.
Regarding strategies providing flexibility in computing
processes, the application of imprecise computing techniques
[51, 52] to the tasks execution of application involved can
offer satisfactory solutions. With this technique, processes are
broken down into two types of tasks, mandatory and optional,
for parameterizing restrictions and establishing checkpoints
to explicitly manage response times. However, the sacrifice
of processing time for a task is at the expense of making
a bounded mistake and therefore providing an inaccurate
response. Most systems using this model assume that tasks
to plan are monotonous and that the error is a function
of the amount of work discarded. These algorithms seek
a balance between output quality and runtime, based on
minimizing objective functions such as average error, total
error, maximum error, number of optional tasks eliminated,
and average response time. The original imprecise computing
model assumes that the input values are precise for each
task and the mandatory and optional time can be known
a priori [53]. Other contributions deal with imprecise computing systems in cooperative tasks in which the results of
operations are dependent on each other. When the result of
a producer task is partially wrong, the consumer task must
somehow compensate for this error. This results in increasing
processing time for subsequent tasks and changes at preset
times for each individual task [54]. The conception of this
technique is essentially oriented to process planning in realtime systems and compliance with timing constraints [55, 56],
but also in maintaining the quality of the results [57–59].

3. Real Time in Embedded Systems Issue
From the study carried out in the previous section, we
will highlight some of the major problems obtained in the
development of real-time embedded systems as well as major
contributions of this research in the resolution of themselves.
3.1. Problem Statements. The problems emphasized are as
follows:
(a) The embedded and mobile systems with real-time
functioning need to properly respond to their design considerations in most cases. Improvements in computer technology as multicore and multiprocessor systems contribute to
this effort when they have conveniently handled with appropriate planning methods. However, these new capabilities do
not provide mechanisms to eventually increase the processing
load beyond a specified level and this limits its application to
the established functioning situations.
New applications of cyber-physical systems operating in
the real world lack the flexibility to deal with situations
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of processing demand when interactions excess with the
environment are required. Having more powerful systems for
these cases which can be unfeasible for many environments
due to higher power requirements would require.
(b) The use of remote resources of cloud computing
from mobile devices according to the scheme Mobile Cloud
Computing can be a strategy to ease devices processing
loading based on the needs of each moment. This approach
is not sufficiently developed for all cases and their wider
use is oriented towards saving consumption in the running
applications rather as a strategy with flexible planning of
the workload. The lack of adjustment mechanisms in the
processing needs produces rigid planning strategies and it can
lead to poor judgment on what parts of the application should
run on locally and which ones remotely.
(c) In regard to the use of Cloud Computing systems
by themselves, there are just a few real-time applications
which rely on its performance due to the difficulties to fully
predict their response times. In addition, mobile systems
which experiment a wide variety of contexts and different
situations in bandwidth and cover are the most affected, since
the delays caused by the network can be variable depending
on a lot of factors. In these cases, it is difficult that the
planning strategies take into account the cloud resources and
host remote processing in order to meet the requirements for
applications with certain satisfying features.
3.2. Contributions and Significance of This Work. Power
consumption and processing delay cost are very important
aspects to be taken into account in embedded/mobile systems
operation (particularly when they are powered by batteries).
These two aspects are related because the settings on energy
cost have effect on completion time of the tasks. However,
we think that the processing delay is a more general aspect
than energy cost for the embedded system operation because
power mode is a global characteristic of the embedded system
and it is no feasible to establish different consumption limits
to each individual task; and there are some variables of MCC
paradigm that could not be considered within the local model
because they occurs outside of the embedded system (e.g.,
data transmission over the net and task execution on cloud
server). So, this research focuses on the response time as a
key aspect to provide flexibility to the application processing.
Therefore, the contributions of this paper to solve the
problems described in previous subsection are as follows:
(a) The configuration of systems with sufficient computing elements to adequately address the most common
situations is often the most popular solution to find a
balance between installed capacity and consumption needs.
In this paper, we aim to leverage the same configuration
and support it with remote computing elements hosted into
the cloud in order to increase the computing capabilities.
Although this idea is not new, the novel approach is geared
especially for applications with real-time requirements. The
contribution to achieve this objective focuses on developing
a computational model which ensures the formal framework
to provide expressive capacity needed and to address specific
problems with real-time requirements using the Mobile
Cloud Computing paradigm.
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Several previous works exist proposing MCC operation
schemes, but they lack the necessary flexibility to take into
account both priority and response time instead focus on
other goals such as power efficiency, faster response of the
device or routing, and classification of traffic in the network
level.
In the following section the details of the specification will
be presented:
(b) Given the lack of flexibility in the running applications, in this paper the use of imprecise computation
techniques is proposed to decide the tasks to be performed on
the embedded device. The application of imprecise computation to Cloud Computing paradigm is a novel approach to
address the compliance with time constraints. The imprecise
computing provides mechanisms for processes scheduling
with maintenance response times criteria. Combining these
methods with processing schemes Mobile Cloud Computing
can provide strategies to accomplish with adequate QoS when
the features functioning so require. Besides the above, we
propose to use strategies implementation based on stored
logic to provide higher prediction to the running operations.
This method is based partly on our previous results and work
in the design area of arithmetic operators and specialized
processors [60, 61].
(c) As discussed in the related work, the techniques of
maintaining QoS for open networks are producing some
advances that may allow their application to Cloud computing strategies for specific functioning scenarios. However, it
cannot be extended to systems with real-time constraints. The
contribution to this issue that it is carried out in this paper is
to implement a hybrid method of monitoring and predicting
the performance of communication which will go periodically determining what are the delays introduced by network
during the access towards remote processing resources. The
novelty of this method lies in the combination of online delay
measure with offline historical data depending of aspects
such as working environment and running application. The
integration of this procedure in the above computation model
will allow taking into account the costs associated at any time
and take better criteria in making planning decisions.

4. Flexible Computational Model
In this section, the formal framework of this issue is described
in order to state the problem formulation and to define the
flexible computing proposals.
4.1. General Framework. The computational model proposed
in this section specifies the aspects involved in scheduling
the tasks of an application in a multiplatform execution
environment with heterogeneous characteristics. For such
scenarios, the set of available computing platforms would be
defined by
∧ = {𝑃1 , 𝑃1 , . . . , 𝑃𝑚 } .

(1)

The set of tasks will be defined by the application workload.
The variety and type of tasks for each workload depend
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Table 1: Function definitions.
Name
Start
Delay
Data
Net

Definition
Start: Γ → ∧
Delay: Γ × ∧ → R+
Data: Γ → R2+
Net: ∧2 × R2+ → R

on the scope of each system. Let Γ be the workload of an
application environment:
Γ = {𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , . . . , 𝑡𝑛 } ,

(2)

where each 𝑡𝑖 is a task of the application environment. In a
real-time system, each of the tasks will be associated with a
deadline from which the result is invalid (hard) or loses value
(soft). Therefore, for each task (𝑡𝑖 ), constraint(𝑡𝑖 ) informs the
maximum duration of execution as defined by the following
function:
constraint: Γ → R+ .

(3)

In this kind of system, to undertake the scheduling, the delay
cost associated with the execution of the tasks of workload on
each platform will be known. The delays are defined by the
following functions: start, delay, data, and net. Its definition
is detailed in Table 1.
The start function indicates the native platform of a task,
that is, the platform on which the task is created for execution.
Generally this platform will be the interface system with the
user’s environment or the embedded system itself.
The delay function obtains the execution time, in time
units, when running the task on a given platform, without
taking account of its current workload, that is, if all processing
resources of the platform were dedicated to running that
task. In this way, delay𝑝 (𝑡𝑖 ) gets the delay of executing
the task 𝑖 on platform 𝑝. In an embedded system, the
results of this function may vary due to different operation
scenarios or configuration of the system. For example, at low
power consumption settings, the processing resources can
be reduced (e.g., lowering the clock frequency or disabling
cores) and produce higher delays. Other maximum performance scenarios could improve standard delays.
In addition to the computational requirements, in distributed processing scenarios it is necessary to know the
amount of data required to run the task. Thus, the data
function obtains this size of data required for processing a
task and the size of the results produced. It is independent of
the platform on which it runs.
Finally, the net function obtains temporary costs
associated with data communication between platforms
through the communication network. That is, the function
net𝑃𝑎,𝑃𝑏 (data(𝑡𝑖 )) returns both delays caused by the
transmissions of data required to run 𝑡𝑖 from the platform
𝑃𝑎 to 𝑃𝑏 and caused to return the results from 𝑃𝑏 to 𝑃𝑎 . It is
assumed that there is no delay to move information on the
same platform; namely, net𝑝,𝑝 (data(𝑡𝑖 )) = 0.

As defined by the above functions, the execution cost of
a task (𝑡𝑖 ) on a platform (𝑝) will be defined by the following
expression:
TimeCost𝑝 (𝑡𝑖 ) = netstart(𝑡𝑖),𝑝 (data (𝑡𝑖 )) + delay𝑝 (𝑡𝑖 ) . (4)
Nevertheless, considering each platform is running a set
of tasks, the response time of the task must consider the delay
cost on the platform of pending tasks when this new task (𝑡𝑖 )
arrives. In this way, let 𝑊𝑝 𝑡 (𝑡𝑖 ) be the aggregate delay cost of
the list of tasks assigned to the 𝑝 platform at time 𝑡, with a
deadline less than DeadLine(𝑡𝑖 ). This cost is dependent on
the platform and on its internal configuration of processing
elements. For example, a platform can be composed of many
processing elements capable of parallel computing.
According to this aggregate cost, the expression (4) on the
delay cost of executing a task (𝑡𝑖 ) on a platform (𝑝) at time 𝑡
is set as follows:
TimeCost𝑝 𝑡 (𝑡𝑖 ) = netstart(𝑡𝑖),𝑝 (data (𝑡𝑖 )) + delay𝑝 (𝑡𝑖 )
+ 𝑊𝑝 𝑡 (𝑡𝑖 ) .

(5)

The execution of the tasks in this model does not consider
accessing to shared resources other than the processor, so
that no unnecessary delays occur by blocking resources. This
assumption is consistent with many applications composed
of many autonomous and noncollaborative tasks.
From the above processing cost expression (5), a scheduling method based on Shortest Job First (SJF), or Shortest
Remaining Processing Time First (SRPT) in preemptive case,
can be implemented to minimize the average delay time
of application workload. It is proven that these scheduling
algorithms (SJF and SRPT) are the optimal online methods
to minimize the average delay time for a single processing
platform [62, 63]. In addition, recent studies about this issue
demonstrate that they can be also very competitive even in
multiprocessing platforms [63].
However, although simple, these methods do not take
into account compliance with the time constraints present in
the tasks of real-time systems.
4.2. Real Time Embedded-Cloud Scheduling. The real-time
constraints in the execution of tasks imply a temporal
restriction or deadline for each task related to the time at
which the results must be ready. After that time, the results
have a lower or null value.
The following function obtains the remaining time of
each task in which the results must be ready:
DeadLine: Γ → R+ .

(6)

As time passes, the value of DeadLine approaches zero for
each task.
It is not the purpose of this work to propose a method of
planning as complex as described in the previous scenarios.
This problem has been studied in other researches [64, 65]
and is, in its most general version, of category NP problem.
This scheduling can only be resolved by heuristic or search
algorithms which consume a considerable part of processing
resources [66].
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Start
Cloud scheduling queue
ti,j , tk,m , . . .

New task (ti )
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Cloud processing platform
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TCC t (ti ) < DL(ti )

Yes
No

ES1

ES2

Start (t1,1 , t1,2 , . . .)

Start (t2,1 , t2,2 , . . .)

ESn

Reject (ti )

Start (tn,1 , tn,2 , . . .)

End

···

Execute (ti )
on cloud

TCES t (ti ) < DL(ti )

Execute (ti )
on ES

Yes

Insert (ti )
on ES queue

Figure 1: Infrastructure as a service.

Instead, in this section we will focus on a subset of this
general problem in which there are only two heterogeneous
platforms. This scenario is quite common in many contexts,
for example, in a workstation which has central processor unit
(CPU) and a graphics accelerator (GPU) installed on it [67].
Under this principle, we consider therefore that applications
will be launched at an application platform (which corresponds to the embedded system) and there is another additional computing platform (cloud infrastructure) on which
move part of the processing work. Processing platforms may
have different performance and characteristics. Therefore, in
this study, expression (1) shall be defined by the following set
of available computer platforms:
∧ = {𝑃ES , 𝑃Cloud } ,

(7)

where 𝑃ES will correspond to the computing platform of
embedded system and 𝑃Cloud to the processing platform
available in the Cloud. Furthermore, we assume that tasks
will be created in embedded system as part of the running
application. Therefore, start(𝑡𝑖 ) = 𝑃ES .
The Cloud platform may have a nonexclusive use of the
application and it can serve many devices corresponding to
the same or several different applications, so this approach
can be extended to scenarios in which various embedded or
mobile systems share the cloud infrastructure to complement
its performance. This case corresponds to infrastructure as a
service model, where the Cloud platform can execute many
tasks when required. Figure 1 illustrates this scenario.
The scheduling method proposed for this case aims
maximize compliance with the time constraints reducing the
time spent on scheduler management. We do not intend in
this work provide the optimal solution in the execution of
the tasks of the workload, but to provide a feasible solution
for the management of real-time embedded systems valid for
many nowadays applications. According to this goal, heuristic
used is to schedule tasks on platforms that meet their timing
constraints. In each platform, tasks are placed in a dispatcher
queue ordered by shorter DeadLine (EFD—Earliest-Deadline

Loop ∀tj :
Prior(tj ) > Prior(ti )
Next tj

No

TCC t (tj ) < DL(tj )
Yes

No

Reject (tj )

TCES t (ti ) < DL(ti )

Execute (tj )
on cloud

Yes

Figure 2: Imprecise Computation Scheduling.

First). This method has been proven effective even in multiplatform systems under certain conditions [68, 69].
4.3. Imprecise Computation Scheduling. The main idea of
this method to adjust the amount of tasks that are executed
depending on the time available and the computational
power of the system lies in considering the relative priority
of each task to decide the execution order of workload.
The priority of each task is given by its importance in the
application or in the security of the system. This priority may
be related with DeadLine of the task or have a different value
in line with how critical is the task in the overall application.
According to the imprecise computation technique, lower
priority tasks may be discarded when the time constraints
require a partial execution of the application. In such cases,
only the critical tasks will be executed in the time available,
obtaining a partial functionality. For this purpose, the system
will have a function called Priority will determine the priority
of each task:
Priority: Γ → R+ .

(8)

The scheduler method is described in Figure 2. As in the
previous subsection, first, when the task is created in the
embedded system, it is determined what platform can run the
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task within the available time: (a) if both can, decision about
which platform to choose can be established according to
system configuration: you can derive all possible processing
to the cloud if compliance with the restrictions or select local
processing by default; (b) if no platform can deliver on time,
the task can be rejected with a warning of out of time.
Once decided the platform in which the task will be
executed, the management of tasks in scheduling queue is
driven by Priority value of the tasks. When a new task
arrives to the platform, it will be inserted in the position
corresponding to their priority. In this case, the system must
ensure that all tasks with lower priority than it can meet
their time constraint. Otherwise, the task can be scheduled
on the cloud platform if possible, and if not, reject the task
execution. During the time in the platform scheduler queue,
the conditions of remote execution can change and therefore
some tasks can be driven to the cloud.
This method is not geared to meet with the deadlines of
all tasks but to execute them according to their importance.
Therefore, it is only applicable in applications for which it
is assumable this type of operation. In this case, a partial
execution of the application will be made when the system is
not able to perform all tasks on time and an overload exists.
In this case, when the most important tasks are processed
in first place, the imprecise result is feasible for the user.
This behavior is consistent with the assumptions made in the
introduction where the possibility of addressing workloads
that exceed the theoretical computing capabilities of the
devices was proclaimed.
An application example in which implements this
method is described in Section 6 of this paper.

5. Net Performance Prediction Methodology
The proposed framework requires measurement and prediction of the network performance between platforms. First of
all, network performance concept must be properly specified
according to application requirements. For example, in some
real-time applications a maximum delay must be guaranteed;
however, in other applications, a stable minimum bandwidth
is enough for producing valuable results.
Several tools have been developed and are available to
flexibly measure different network performance parameters
[70–73]. However, periodically probing the performance
between each pair of platforms is a resource intensive task and
poorly scalable [74]. For this problem, a number of solutions
have been proposed, most of them in the context of heterogeneous computing [75]. Again, the nature of the application
to be implemented will determine the best strategy to take.
In addition, most of the networks linking mobile platforms
use shared medium among a number of users. This condition
often makes network performance very difficult to predict.
In this section, a method for measuring and predicting
network performance is experimented. For this purpose, a
standard wireless network is used as a test environment and
two processes are run. These processes implement task 𝑡1 and
task 𝑡2 shown in Figure 3. Just for the purpose of this test,
the first process captures input from a camera device; then,
it performs frame selection and sends the relevant frames to
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t2

Framework

Framework

Platform 1

Platform 2

(a) Offloaded: framework monitoring application
performance
t1

t2

Framework

Framework

Platform 1

Platform 2

(b) Local: framework estimating network performance

Figure 3: Test environment with two processes and two platforms
linked by a network.

the second process; the second process performs some
common operations typically involved in signal processing
tasks, such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The number of
relevant frames exchanged between processes will depend on
the data captured (variable workload).
In this scenario, two factors must be taken into account
when predicting network performance. First, the transfer rate
received by the processes when running on different platforms (Figure 3(a)); this will depend on the application workload, which in turns will change over time (in our experiment,
random frame selection at different rates has been implemented). Second, the available network bandwidth when the
processes are run on the same platform (Figure 3(b)); this
will also change over time depending on the network usage
by other users or applications. In other words, if the two
processes are run on the same network node (platform),
the network link performance between that node and other
candidate platforms must be estimated for possible offload;
otherwise, the network suitability can be deduced from the
transfer rate shown by the communicating processes.
In order to evaluate the network performance, a number
of multiplatform tools are available. One simple solution is
the Iperf (http://iperf.fr) tool. It allows to set target nodes
(servers, in Iperf terminology), by running an Iperf process in
server mode on each platform. With a period of 20 seconds,
an Iperf process is launched in client mode, in order to
measure the bandwidth by sending random data during one
second over a TCP connection. The best period and test duration are highly dependent on the application and network
characteristics, and therefore it will require further setting.
In addition, other network performance parameters could be
considered if required by the application; for example, the
Iperf tool can also measure average delay (although this could
be also achieved by a standard ping) and packet loss.
For testing purposes a framework script has been developed. It is in charge of running the network performance
tests. In addition, it acts as a proxy between processes and the
network devices, so it can monitor the effective transfer rate
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Figure 5: Vehicle-to-vehicle environment.
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between offloaded processes over time. Moreover, it logs the
measures taken for further prediction.
In summary, the proposed method consists of three parts:
(1) periodic measure of relevant performance parameters
provided by the network, (2) communicating tasks monitoring, for current shown performance, and (3) analysis of past
performance data for reasonable prediction.
For part (1), the aforementioned tools for network performance measuring has been used. By using those tools, each
platform constructs a history database that can be used later
in order to help to find stability periods from the network
performance point of view.
In part (2), the provided framework is in charge of
checking that processes are running under affordable network conditions. Otherwise, tasks must be rescheduled for
execution on the same platform (if it is possible, according to
current system workload, priorities, etc.), avoiding network
communication.
The result of the analysis performed in part (3) can
be used in conjunction with current provided performance
values, in order to support the decision about the platform
on which the task should be run. The past performance
data can be dynamically configured depending on aspects
such as working environment and running application. To
adequately compose this function it is necessary define the
former operation details of the embedded system.
Figure 4 shows different aspects of the transfer rate
evolution in the experiment. The grey line shows the required
transfer rate between the running processes, in order to fit
real-time requirements. This changes over time, because it
depends on application workload. In the conducted experiments, the processes exchange selected frames, and therefore
the required transfer rate will vary depending on captured
data.
When the processes are run on the same platform (sections of the chart labelled as local in Figure 4), the framework
is measuring the network conditions. In the experiment,

this is the maximum transfer rate that could be achieved
if the process were offloaded. It is also changing over time,
because of the effect of different factors as mobility or other
applications sharing data through the network. The result of
these measures is drawn with a dashed line. As shown in the
chart, a sequence of three consecutive periods of increasing
available bandwidth is considered a stability condition, so it
is decided to switch to offloaded mode. In other words, the
processes are run on different platforms when the network
conditions history is good enough to reasonably guarantee
required transfer rate. In a real scenario, this decision would
depend on a number of factors, as the application nature and
the scheduling policy.
When the processes are run on different platforms (sections of the chart labelled as offloaded in Figure 4), the framework is checking if the transfer rate is enough to fit process
requirements. The result of these measures is drawn with a
solid line. When a risk condition is detected (point marked
with a red circle in the chart), the system is switched back to
local mode. Again, the particular definition of risk condition
would depend on the application nature in a real scenario.

6. Application Example
In this section, an application example is exposed in order
to test the operation of the system in a today’s context
with a realistic workload. The proposed scenario is a SmartDrive application for autonomous decision-making aimed at
providing increased security and convenience to the user.
This application is part of the SmartCity concept and the
construction of vehicular networks in which several vehicles
intercommunicate with each other and with city infrastructure to exchange information [76].
In this application, the vehicle is equipped with a variety
of sensors that capture the state of the environment to inform
the driver and adapt driving to traffic and context circumstances (see Figure 6). These features entail the execution
of signal processing tasks from the data collected by these
sensors. Typically these tasks have real-time constraints, since
the processing results have to be on time to make decisions
on the fly. Figure 5 illustrates a real scenario in which several
vehicles interact.
To provide processing capabilities that this sensing
requires several configurations exists: (a) each sensor subsystem can have its own embedded system; (b) the system
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Figure 6: Simplified Automotive Sensors.

has a central processor built-in-vehicle running all tasks;
(c) the processing device may be provided by the user and
integrate with the vehicle sensors to collect data. This last
option provides greater flexibility to the user and allows the
installation of applications (apps) on mobile devices carried
by the user (phones, tablets, etc.). This scenario is increasingly
common in many applications that can be downloaded to
mobile user devices to interact with sensors and actuators
of our home, work or transport vehicles. In this case, the
capabilities that can be offered by the application depend on
the performance of the device used.
There are many signal processing elements in the SmartDrive application with real-time constraints that can be
addressed with the proposed model; however, to illustrate a
glaring example of how it works, in the example analyzed, it
is considering only 3 kinds of tasks which analyze different
types of signals collected by sensors.
Task 1. It is responsible for analyzing the signal from
the radar sensors to obtain the following information
from other vehicles: distance, relative speed, and risk
of collision.
Task 2. Analyzes the signal from a set of sensors that
measure the physical environment of the vehicle to
obtain the following information: type of pavement,
asphalt status, static friction, moisture, rain, and so
forth.
Task 3. Analyzes the traffic signs and posters from digital images captured by the car’s cameras to identify
the type of each signal and interpret the texts they
contain.
For example, Figure 6 shows a schematic of the vehicle with
various sensors and what tasks supply the signal collection
[77].
Results obtained by Task 1 enable vehicles to know where
the vehicles in its vicinity are and what they are doing and
to perform actions such as the following: forward collision
warning, automatic braking if there is a risk of collision,
intersection movement assist, not passing warning, and so
forth. Results from task 2 will allow calibrate the operation
of dampers, distance to the ground, brake pedal feel, traction
control, ABS, and so forth. Results obtained by task 3
inform the driver of road signals, speed limits warning, road
departure warning, and so forth.
Tasks are started in the vehicle as a result of events produced by the sensors when capturing information (Start(𝑡𝑖 ) =

car). Thus, when sensors located another vehicle the task 1 is
started, when a traffic signal or a sign is identified starts a task
3. Task 2 runs periodically to check the physical condition of
the environment.
According to the proposed computational model, each
task type (𝑡𝑖 ) requires a processing time known through
DelaySE (𝑡𝑖 ) function, needs a data size measured by Data(𝑡𝑖 ),
and its results must be ready before DeadLine(𝑡𝑖 ) to be useful
for SmartDrive application.
With this simple example described, the system performance can present problems in certain situations when
the processor cannot provide sufficient computational power
and/or when the frequency of arrival of the tasks overflows
its processing capacity. These situations could occur if the
user does not have a sufficiently powerful device to perform
all tasks or if the vehicle is in intensive scenarios with many
circulating elements and traffic signs (e.g., city centers).
In realistic implementation of this idea, requirements on
computational capabilities of such devices must be set by
the manufacturer according to criteria that guarantee the
safety of the driver. for example, devices able to run realtime type-1 tasks (to avoid collisions) in dense traffic contexts.
Specifically, it means
∀𝑖 over time, DelaySE (task 1𝑖 ) < DeadLine (task 1𝑖 ) . (9)
From this minimum restriction, all other features of
“SmartDrive” system can be provided by the manufacturer, as
value-added services, depending on the power of the mobile
device and/or under the possibilities for communication with
the cloud.
In situations in which the user’s system cannot meet the
time constraints in the execution of all tasks, the integration
with Mobile Cloud Computing paradigm can provide the
necessary performance offloading some of the processing
work to the cloud. Furthermore, this solution offers to the
application signal processing capacity for an extensive fleet of
vehicles and sharing computing infrastructure in the cloud
for it. With this configuration a multitude of embedded
systems (vehicles) can share the same cloud platform to
collaborate with the necessary processing work as shown in
the figure scheme (Figure 7).
The flexible framework proposed in this paper offers an
approach to the problem of tasks scheduling and decisions
about upload execution to the cloud to achieve the best
quality of service. To do this, the application must be
composed by a set of task and a priority associated with each
type of task must be provided in order to be used as a criterion
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Table 3: Scheduling results of tasks.
Context 1

Cloud scheduling queue
t1,3 , t2,3 , t3,3 , t4,3 , . . .

Cloud processing platform

⟨tSE,3 , . . .⟩

Context 2

A-method B-method A-method B-method
Avg. turnaround
time (tu)
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
Avg. wait time
(tu)
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
Task lost
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3

1.3
1.9
2.5

1
1.75
2.7

1.25
1.3
2.5

1.25
1.3
2.5

0.3
0.91
0.9

0
0.75
1.1

0.25
0.33
0.5

0.25
0.33
0.5

3
0
0

0
2
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Figure 7: Mobile Cloud Computing framework for SmartDrive.
Context 1

Context 2

t1
t2
t3
Net 2
delay 10
(A) Scheduling method
Car
Cloud
(B) Scheduling method
Car
Cloud
Time units

Figure 8: Scheduling example of a simulation workload under MCC
paradigm.
Table 2: Simulating workload.
Task type
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3

Context 1
12
6
5

Context 2
4
6
2

for planning. In our example, the order of priority of tasks is
as follows (high to low priority): 1, 2, and 3. That is to say,
identify closest vehicles to avoid collisions has priority over
environmental analysis and traffic signals interpretation.
Figure 8 depicts a scheduling example simulating a workload for this application with two operating contexts and
different task arrivals. Table 2 shows the workload of this
example.
The MCC paradigm is implemented between automotive
embedded system provided by the mobile device of the user

and the cloud. The figure shows two scheduling methods:
A-method driven only by deadline and B-method based on
previous priority level described.
The task operation conditions are the following: task 1:
deadline = startTime + 1; task 2: deadline = startTime + 1;
task 3: deadline = startTime + 2; delayCloud = 1/2delayCar for
all tasks. When the embedded device cannot meet time constraints, the tasks are sent to the cloud infrastructure if they
can be processed on time according its TimeCost function.
The simulation results show that none of the methods
can schedule all tasks of the application on time when cost
exceeds the capabilities of embedded device. Nevertheless,
the imprecise computation (B-method) allows less important
tasks are the remaining unexecuted in that case. The example
shows that with A-method three tasks of type 1 have been lost,
while the B-method only lost two tasks of type 2 and none
of type 1. Obviously, the results depend on the simulations
made and the cadence of work that comes; however, the same
behavior has been observed in all cases.
Table 3 shows the scheduling results of task by type.
Statistical data in Table 3 clearly shows that B-scheduling
method does not produce loss of completion time of most priority tasks and improves turnaround and wait time for them.
With this priority criterion, the system ensures that in
case of not having enough processing power, the lower
priority tasks will run last. Analysis of the internet coverage
and bandwidth of the device can move their execution to
the cloud to be processed in parallel with the work that runs
on the device and offer their additional service. In addition,
some kind of tasks (e.g., task 3 of image analysis) may have
faster execution in the cloud where it can take advantage of
powerful computing resources and where will not be subject
to restrictions of power consumption or silicon size.
The simulation results about throughput and utilization
of computing resources are shown in Table 4. Although the
utilization of the embedded system in the car is the same
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Table 4: Throughput and utilization of computing resources.
Context 1
Context 2
A-method B-method A-method B-method
ThroughputCar

9 task 1
5 task 2
1 task 3

12 task 1
2 task 2
1 task 3

ThroughputCloud

0 task 1
1 task 2
4 task 3

0 task 1
2 task 2
4 task 3

%UtilizationCar

88.8%

88.8%

87.5%

87.5%

25%

27.7%

0%

0%

%UtilizationCloud

4 task 1
6 task 2
2 task 2

4 task 1
6 task 2
2 task 2

not used∗

∗

This vehicle does not use the Cloud Computing resources in this simulation
context. However, Cloud server can be used at this time by other vehicles in
the system.

in both scheduling algorithms, with the same environmental
conditions the B-method uses more resources of the cloud.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
The future is coming. The number and variety of applications
for embedded systems and mobile devices are growing. It is
getting more necessary to provide methods and higher performance to execute applications with real-time constraints
on these devices. Many of these applications are characterized
by need of signal processing-intensive as a result of processes
of sensing the environment in which they run to provide
services to the user.
Mobile Cloud Computing is the key paradigm that
provides the necessary processing power. It is referred to as
the infrastructure where both the data storage and the data
processing happen outside of the embedded system or mobile
device. Therefore, cloud-based mobile apps can scale beyond
the capabilities of any embedded or smartphone system.
One of the biggest challenges of this paradigm is the
integration between the two infrastructures. That is to say,
scheduling processes for execution considering the many
aspects involved, especially when tasks are real-time constraint and cloud resources are accessible through the public
communication infrastructure.
In this paper, we have presented a solution to this challenge that uses computational techniques to determine the
most appropriate scheduling design between the local device
and the cloud. To do this, a computational model based on
imprecise computation method is proposed that provides
flexibility for running applications over embedded systems.
A method to know the delay induced by the network has
been designed. This method is used to predict the bandwidth
and the delay costs associated with communication and
remote processing in the cloud. Thus, this type of apps
has the power of a server-based computing infrastructure
accessible through an embedded or mobile device, in which
is taken into account, for the proper scheduling process, the
extra delays associated with the remote access. With this
model, specification and processing applications as a series
of tasks with timing constraints are allowed. It is possible to

prioritize their execution based on priority parameters, so
that in the event of being unable to meet the computational
requirements to processing all tasks, the most important ones
have been satisfied and user satisfaction has been maximized.
A simple application example has been developed to show
a real scenario that meets the points raised in this research. It
is also made a simulation which shows the simplicity of the
proposed model and its ease to design scheduling tasks. As a
result, it is found that model gives preference to compliance
with the time constraints of critical tasks in first place.
Based on the current outcomes, our future work will be
unfolded along two directions: one is extend the proposed
model to consider more complex application scenarios: for
example, composed by a collection of tasks with timing
constraints that maintain precedence relationships and share
the use of other system resources. The other direction is going
further into the net delay prediction issue, because this is the
key aspect in scheduling decisions that take into account the
remote resources in an MCC context.
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